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Assessment
Cycle

Topic/Unit Title –
Big Question

Rationale/Skill Development

Link to Assessment Objectives/Progression Scales Skills

1

Nazi and Weimar
Germany

The transition of inter-war Germany from a democracy into a dictatorship;
the strengths and weaknesses of the Weimar Republic and how it dealt
with (and failed to deal with) challenges it faced; Hitler’s rise to power.

Throughout the course, students will be assessed in range of ways,
according to the following assessment objectives:
 AO1: knowledge and understanding.
 AO2: explanation and analysis, second-order historical
concepts.

Was the Weimar
Republic
doomed to fail?

30% Paper 3

There is an additional focus on source skills and interpretations.

Source inference (AO3)/ Explain (AO2)/ Source usefulness (AO3)/
Interpretations (AO4)/ How far do you agree? (AO1/2)
2
Why did Hitler
win Time
Magazine’s
‘Man of the
Year’ Award in
1938?

Nazi and Weimar
Germany

30% Paper 3

The transition of inter-war Germany from a democracy into a dictatorship;
the strengths and weaknesses of the Weimar Republic and how it dealt
with (and failed to deal with) challenges it faced; Hitler’s rise to power.
Main focus on source skills and interpretations.

Throughout the course, students will be assessed in range of ways,
according to the following assessment objectives:
 AO1: knowledge and understanding.
 AO2: explanation and analysis, second-order historical
concepts.
Source inference (AO3)/ Explain (AO2)/ Source usefulness (AO3)/
Interpretations (AO4)/ How far do you agree? (AO1/2)

3

Revision

How can you
prepare to
achieve
outstanding
results?

Papers 1, 2 and 3

Students will revise each of the four modules studied since Year 10,
applying specific skills for each of their modules to the content studied.

Key content will be reviewed and assessed (AO1) in order to build a
rich bank of knowledge. Alongside this, key skills related to historical
concepts (AO2), sources (AO3) and interpretations (AO4) will also be
developed.

